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Take One 
Presidential speaker 
brings biofuel 
-debate to Central 
by Chelsea Krotzer 
Staff reporter 
Biofuels are .both a positive environ-
mental and financial option for the future, 
said Michael Ott, Presidential Speaker 
Series presenter. 
As Executive Director of the Iowa based 
biofuel company BIOWA, Ott came to 
Central Washington University's campus to 
explain the production, importance and 
benefits of bio-fuel. . 
Ott's presentation, "Growing the Bioe-
conomy," took place at 7:30 p.m. last 
Wednesday in the Student Union and 
Recreation Center (SURC) ballroom. He 
was introduced by Meghan Miller, dean of 
the College of the Sciences. 
"Mr. Ott presented an unapologetic 
business view of advancing alternate ener-
gy," Miller said. "The environmental issues 
are not the centerpiece of his crusade." 
During the 30-minute presentation, Ott 
covered various topics, including the 
importance and motivations toward biofu-
els, how bio-refineries work, the bio-diesel 
process and the transportation of ethanol 
and biofuels by train and pipelines. · 
"I think that it is a great idea," Eric Lath-
rom, senior flight technology major said. "I 
hope that technology advances enough to 
make this idea practical." 
Ott's presentation gave a concise break-
down of how the ethanol and bio-di.esel 
creation process works. 
"We need an alternative that isn't killing 
us slowly," Lathrom said. 
The focus of the presentation was on 
the transformation of corn into ethanol. 
With the· use of ethanol, Iowa has become 
the U.S. leader in using renewable fuel 
sources, Ott said. 
· see OTT, page 3 
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ABOVE: Steven Verhey, chief executive manager of Central Washington Biodiesel, has plans to pro-
duce 3.5 million gallons of biofuel annually. ABOVE LEFT: Michael Ott spent as much time answer-
ing questions as he did presenting during his speech, titled "Growing the Bioeconomy." 
Former central 
professor turns 
agriculture into 
green power 
by Chelsea Krotzer 
St~ff reporter 
, Central Washington has official-
ly joined the bioeconomy craze. 
Central Washington Biodiesel 
(CWB), a local company, has assist-
ed in putting Washington State on 
the biofuel production map. 
CWB is set apart from other 
companies by its commitment to 
Washington grown plant products, 
such as canola oil. 
Former Central Washington 
University professor Steven Veryhey 
started the company in Nov. 2005. 
"I had been interested in biofu-
els for a long time," sajd Verhey, 
chief executive manager of CWB. "I 
was able to take all of the passion 
and energy I had put into teaching 
and put it into my business at just 
the right time in the development of 
the industry." 
Verhey's interest in biofuels 
stemmed from his sCientific back-
ground and the human contribution 
to global climate change. 
CWB is a small company com-
pared to those found in the Mid-
SCENE 
Professor's art 
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pageB 
west. Companies such as Iowa 
based BIOWA, which focuses on 
corn-based ethanol, have become 
the head of the biofuel industry. An 
average-sized BIOWA plant can 
annually produce 50 million gal-
lons of ethanol, while CWB is 
working towards annually produc-
ing 3.5 million gallons. 
Across the country, there are 87 
major biodiesel plants, as well as 
countless smaller ones. 
"It's a start," Michael Ott, 
BIOWA executive director, said. 
"The primary motivation is profit. 
It's about finding something cheap-
er or equal to the original source." 
see FUEL, page 3 
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Lawmakers react to 
new fuel alternative 
at state level 
by Chelsea Krotzer 
Staff reporter 
During the 2006 Washington State reg-
ular legislative session, House Bill 2738 
and Senate Bill 6508 were passed, favoring 
the inclusion of biofuels as a requirement 
in state fuel quality standards. 
Both bills were requested by Governor 
Christine Gregoire. 
Highlights of the bills include reducing 
the depe_!ldence on foreign oil, improving 
health and quality of life for Washington 
residents, and stimulating new industries 
by the creation of new renewable fuel 
plants in Washington. 
The bills state that 2 percent of the total 
amount of fuel sold annually in Washing-
ton will be biodiesel by November 30, 
2008. By Dec. 1,2008, 2 percent of fuels 
sold will be denatur~d ethanol. 
There are also provisions in the bill to 
determine whether or not Washington state 
can support the feedstock industry to satisfy 
the requirements. 
Wording in the bill under section 7 stip-. 
ulates the fuel should be produced with at 
least 10 percent Washington feedstock. 
"Right now, our target customers prefer 
to use as close to 100 percent biodiesel as 
they can get," said Steven Verhey, chief 
executive manager of Central Washington 
Biodiesel. "It hasn't had much'effect on our 
business." 
Senate bill 6508 also created an adviso-
ry commission to assist in implementation 
of the fuel requirements. The director of 
agricu I tu re oversees the adoption and 
enforcement of the rules. The director of 
ecology oversees the environmental impact 
to air quality that bio-fuels represent. 
United States Senator Maria Cantwell 
has begun various projects in Washington 
state, as well as in D.C., to assist with the 
issue of renewable fuels. 
Projects include the Washington Biofu-
els Business Collaborative (WBBC) and the 
Clean EDGE Act. 
The WBBC hopes to increase the 
amount of biodiesel use from local compa-
nies across the state. Those already 
involved include Puget Sound Energy. 
The Clean EDGE Act should reduce for-
eign oil consumption 40 percent by 2020. 
According to Cantwell's website, that 
• would save 6 million barrels of oil per day. 
These projects are implemented as · 
important steps to increase the use of biofu-
els by businesses and create progress 
towards energy independence, according 
to Senator Cantwell's website. 
SPORTS· 
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- Above: Dale Esperum, junior business lounges as Carl Mears prepares to 
draw blood. The blood drive is held every fou.r months. Below: Seasoned 
donators, Brianne Jette, freshman undeclared gives blood for her third 
time. Daniel Lamp, freshman paramedics volunteers for his twelfth time. 
Friday Saturday 
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Students give 
blood tor cause 
by Alexandria Baum 
Staff reporter 
Walking into the Student Union and 
Recreation Center (SURC) bailroom last 
Thursday, students voluntarily rolled up 
their sleeves for a cause they knew 
nothing about. 
Students came out to glve blood to 
the American Red Cross blood drive 
sponsored by The Flying Wildcats and 
The Arnold Air Society. 
"We travel in a mobile.unit and are 
always on location," Byron Palmer, 
American Red Cross staff member, said. 
"We do [this] on a regular basis an,d 
there is no quota." 
The amount of blood that the Red 
Cross hoped to gain was 65 units, and 
the total collected was 50 units. The 50 
units, according to the Red Cross, will 
help save up to 150 lives. 
"Once the blood is collected, it is 
taken to the [Red Cross] headquarters in 
Portland tC be filtered," said Byron 
Palmer, American Red Cross staff. "After 
the blood has been filtered, the usable 
blood is then dispersed to many places 
that are in need." 
When students arrive to donate, 
they are given a number and an intro-
duction booklet. They are then seated in 
a waiting room and undergo a series of 
tests to make sure they are qualified 
blood donors. 
There were 37 first-time donors that 
actually were able to donate, and 20' 
that were deferred due to reasons set 
forth by the Red Cross. 
"They [employees] ask you ques-
tions like 'have you been to Africa? Or. 
have you lived in Europe in the past five 
years?' Kaitlynn Schulte, freshman 
undeclared, said. "Then they prick your 
finger to see if your blood has enough 
iron in it." · 
The Arnold Air Society at Central 
Washington University is affiliated with 
the AirForce ROTC and strives to 
improve the community. 
Bill mav lower cost ot textbooks 
by Clare Jensen 
Staff reporter 
College students all over the state 
are faced with the high price of higher 
education. 
Tuition, electronics, room and board 
are all wallet-thinning expenses that 
students must pay. But arguably the 
most loathsome of all the· costs are 
required textbooks students have to pur-
chase every quarter. 
While the retail price of textbooks 
will undoubtedly remain high, the state 
may ~soon decide to give 'students a 
break by not charging sales tax. 
Washington State Representative 
Judy Warnick has proposed House Bill 
1531, which exempts students from 
paying the sales tax on textbooks and 
computer software .. The extra money in 
the state's budget this year may help to 
ease the financial burden on students 
Warnick said. 
"Borrowing money to pay taxes is 
not acceptable," Warnick said. 
"Seventy-five 
dollars ·is 750 
packets of Top 
Ramen." 
~Steve DuPont 
ASCWU/800 VP for 
political affairs 
· Aben Sethi, junior business major, 
spent $300 on required textbooks for 
winter quarter, and he only bought 
three books. This is Sethi's first quarter 
at Central Washington University, and 
he anticipates the cost of books to 
increase as he continues to take higher-
level classes. 
Rolf Williams, manager of Jerrol's 
Book and Supply Store in Ellensburg, 
said a tax exemption on textbooks 
would give him a competitive edge over 
online retailers. Even though Jerrol's is a 
privately owned business, it is the intent 
of the bill to keep retailers in close com-
munication with institutions,· such as 
the relationship between Central and 
Jerrol's. 
On an average $100 textbook, not 
paying sales tax means saving almost 
$8. Sales tax on textbooks is 7.7 per-
cent, Williams said. 
Williams recognizes the savings stu-
dents can receive, but doesn't think it's 
really going to lessen the blow of high 
costs for textbooks. 
"It's a feel-good bill," Williams said. 
"It doesn't really deal with the issue of 
[the cost o~ text books being too high." 
Steve DuPont, ASCWU/BOD vice 
president of political affairs, said he per-
sonally spends a.n average of $750 on 
text books per year. The savings on text-
book taxes would make an impact in 
the lives of students who struggle finan-
cially, DuPont said. 
"Seventy-five dollars is 750 packets 
ofTop Ramen," DuPont said. "[It's alsoi 
money you don't have to borrow and 
pay back with interest." 
There are many other tax-exempt 
items in the state and students are 
equally, if not more, deserving of tax 
exemptions, DuPont said. 
House Bill 1531 was presented 
Monday, along with House Bill 1497 
which will increase Central's tuition 
waiver authority. Warnick testified on 
behalf of both bills, and a decision will 
be made soon. 
CORRECTION 
In the cutline for the APOYO 
food bank photo Feb. 1, AJ 
Arreola was referred to as a 
graduate of Central Wash-
ington University. He is a 
graduate with a. degree in 
Health Management. 
Pregnant? 
You have options. 
1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273 
Free Test. Caring. Confidential. 
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OTI: Biofuel'provides jobs and increases 
crop profits for farmers across m idwest 
continued from page 1 
"I think biofuels are the bridge to 
future energy supplies," Ott said. "They 
allow us to change from a liquid-based 
carbon economy to a gas-based hydro-
gen economy." 
Integrated into the presentation was 
the importance of biofuels to students·. 
Ott covered potential job opportunities 
available to the students on a local as 
well as national scale.· 
''We need an 
alternative that 
isn't kiU~_ng us 
slowly." 
,._,fric Lathrom 
senior flight technology 
"You can choose if you want to work 
in something that has a positive or nega- Central students, as well as individu-
tive effect," Ott _said. "We're looking at als from the comm.unity and abroad, 
future problems and thinking about solu- attended the presentation. 
tions now. That is what students can do." Jesse Delia, an AmeriCorps volun-
lnformation was localized as Ott teer and Naches resident was among 
the audience members. began to speak about possible solutions . 
"I think Ott's presentation was v~ry for Washington state. 
Following the presentation was a well constructed and <?riented primarily 
30-minute question and answer session around a business and corporate agen-
during which audience members were . da," Delia said. "It is a .good place to 
able to voice concerns and seek clarity . start in a capitalist country tryat is 
on Ott's points. unwilling to reduce consumption on a 
Ott addressed several concerns, large scale." 
ranging from environmental conse-
quences, genetic modification, fossi I 
fuels, and rising farm product prices. 
"I planned to have a long Q&A ses-
sion because the audience zones out if 
you present too many slides," Ott said. 
"The crowd asked great questions, 
showing a good understanding of the 
important elements." 
For more information regard-
ing BIOWA and biofuels, look at: 
www.biowa.us. 
For upcoming presentations 
from the Presidential Speakers 
Series, look at: 
www.cwu.edu/president/series. 
FROM FIELD FUEL 
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continued from page 1 
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''n'Bbth bioruels ssil fuel5'cre· 
ate carbon .emissions. The difference· 
between the two is that biofueis use 
ent carbon that is found in the 
are 
from plants1 intake 
dioxide and release oxygen. 
Fossil fueis are created from 
,,w fl'laterials located deep with.in the 
· tarth. The carbon found in ·these 
product$ is often thousands, even 
millions of years old, adding to the 
amount of drt>on already in the 
atmosphere, 
Burning one galton. of fossil fuel 
adds 20 pounds offossil carbon diox-
ide to the atmosphere, \'\!hile CWB · 
biodiesef adds a mere 1.5 pounds, 
Verhey said. 
"BiofUe.ls are only of an 
app ~o the pr?ble1:9 global 
dimat ange/1 Wthey Said, »roe 
artifici&lly low. price of petroleum 
makes· d for u find the will, 
but epergy,'." 
• 4 billion gallons of corn-based ethanol was 
produced in 2005 ( 1 I 3 fro Jt11i; 
ff Tuff\ 
iodiesel is non-toxic and biodegradable. 
odiesel yields mc:>rt?ith;µt three times more 
,Wtt> .i,:::8 
• In 2005, the US consu ·on gallons than it takes to make. 
of gasoline. 
• The garbage from a city of one million peo-
urning one gallon of fossil fuel puts 20 
carbon dioxide into the atniosphere, 
' piake ethanol for: To drive fi 
ericans, 360,000 French, 2.6 
pu ds · e air . .Ii.·'"" 
;w. io produ~~~on-
'!~ent as much fossil' carbon as fossil 
Paramedic program ·on lite 
support: seeks tunds, tacultv 
by Patrick Lewis 
Editor-in-Chief 
More than 20 students sat down in 
an open meeting afraid that their cho-
sen major at Central Washington Uni-
versity would no longer exist. 
Rumors flew after Carolyn Booth, 
director of the Purser Paramedic Pro-
gram, tendered her resignation from the 
university, effective this June. 
Students gathered on the second 
floor of the Student Union and Recre-
ation Center Tuesday night thinking the 
program would leave with Booth. 
"We're not discontinuing the pro-
gram, and we were never contemplat-
ing discontinuing it," said Rebecca 
Bowers, dean of the College of Educa-
tion and Professional Studies. "We have 
issues that we need to take care of." 
Equipment upgrades are one issue. 
The program utilizes outdated equip-
ment, and Bowers estimated the cost to 
replace and update the equipment to 
start at a minimum of $160,000. 
This includes a new "Anne" man-
nequin and defibrillator equipment. 
Replacing Booth is another priority. 
A tenure-track faculty member could be 
hired in her place, or a full-time lectur-
er, Bowers said. 
Cole Gravel, junior undeclared and 
Tamara Downs, -junior paramedics 
major, led the meeting. They explained 
the situation and fielded questions. 
Ellensburg Fire Chief John Sinclair 
provided background on the paramedic 
program's importance. 
"This program was established in 
197 4, and is incredibly vital to the 
whole of Central Washington [Universi-
ty]," SinClair said. "The role of emer-
gency medical services professionals is 
huge across the nation." 
Washington and Arizona rank as the 
top two states in first-time passes of the 
Emergency Medical Technician tests, 
and Central was tied for the top pass-
rate overall, Sinclair said. 
"I was scared, we'd heard the uni-
versity was going to put the program on 
the chopping block," Nate Ruiz, junior 
undeclared, said. "I definitely feel 
relieved now." 
The paramedic major is aimed at 
students who want to become certified 
pre-hospital professionals in emergency 
medical services. TIThe curriculum 
includes on-the-job training. 
The program is going through the 
equivalent of an accreditation phase, 
and recommendations will be impor-
tant to the growth of the program, Bow-
ers said. The accreditation report touted 
Central's program as one of the top 
three in the nation, she said. 
There are roughly 50 students in the 
program at any given time, with around 
24 being admitted each year. 
Downs is working with students to 
identify both governmental and public 
sector funds to improve the program. 
Rhodene Hubbard· is the develop-
ment officer for the CEPS. 
"The program was identified as a 
priority when I started this position," 
Hubbard said. "Equipment is the num-
ber one priority at the moment." 
There is no timetable for funds being 
procured since they could arrive tomor-
row or two years from now, Hubbard said. 
"We're going to take this opportuni-
ty to find ways to make the students 
coming out of this program as attractive 
to potential employers as possible," 
Bowers said. 
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Constituents state cases tor S&A 
by Korben Cook 
News editor 
Listening to budget proposals is 
what the Services and Activities (S&A) 
Fees Committee does best. 
And on Jan. 31, that is exactly what 
they did. 
A total of more than $1 million was 
requested by five groups, including the 
Civic Engagement Center and marching 
band. The money will cover funding 
from now through 2009. 
First was Katharine Whitcomb, assis-
tant professor of the English department 
on behalf of Manastash Magazine. 
Whitcomb asked for $7,000 to assist 
in upgrading software and graphic pro-
duction for the literary magazine. 
Manastash is an annual literature 
publication containing poems, transla-
tions and short stories from students 
within the writing specialization. The 
magazine is distributed throughout 
Ellensburg and is free to the public. 
"It's a link out to the community," 
Whitcomb said. 
Next was Larry 'Gookin, professor of 
conducting, wind ensemble and music 
education speaking on behalf of the pep 
and marching bands. 
Gookin's request was for $17,368 
for the pep band and $201,369 for the 
marching band. 
The pep band plays at all the home 
basketball games. The marching band 
. plays at all the home football games 
and at The Battle in Seattle. 
Part of the marching band funds will 
go to new uniforms as well as the pur-
Don't let 
the cold 
tugvou 
by Bill Kaperak 
Staff reporter 
There is a buzz coming from the Central Washing-
ton University science building. Graduate student 
Shawn Corrigan and professor Jason Irwin are figuring 
out how insects such as paper wasps, yellow jackets 
and hornets hibernate in temperatures below freezing. 
"When we started this thing, we didn't know 
squat," Corrigan said. 
chasing of new instruments. 
"Some students have to borrow 
instruments from high schools," Gookin 
said. 
Lorinda Anderson, · director of the 
Civic Engagement Center (CEC) 
requested $415 ,82 6 for that office. 
The majority of the funding and a 
slight increase in 2009 will go towards 
paying students. ·. 
"I'm so impressed with what these 
people do," Anderson said. "The 
importance of civic engagement knows 
no bounds." 
Central students are paid higher at 
the CEC than any other campus job 
because the work they are doing is 
done by professionals in the bblsiness 
world, Anderson said. 
. Jake Stillwell, education award 
coordinator, is the only student coordi-
nator in the country. 
"By benefiting the community, we 
supplement student education," Still-
well said. 
University centers are requesting a 
budget of $229,500 to go toward copy 
machine rentals, student employment 
and distance education equipment. 
Finally, Jack Bak"er, assistant to the 
vice president for student affairs pre-
sented the request of Student Funds 
Manager, Ed Day. 
The request for Day's $87,000 a year 
salary was quick. 
There was only one final request 
proposed with a joking tone. · 
"Sltce and dice the budgets however 
you want," Baker said, "but leave Ed 
alone." 
Curiosity hit Corrigan one night when he was 
burning firewood in his cabin. All of a sudden, he was 
surrounded by wasps. Wondering how they could 
have gotten into his place in the dead of winter, Corri-
gan found out they were coming from the firewood. 
Determined to find out what was going on, he 
began to research wasps. He happened to run into 
Irwin who has an extensive background in the subject 
of wasps at Central 
Laurel Ebenal!Observer 
Grad student Shawn Cort:iigan is selecting a yellow jacket to observe its reaction to the cold. 
celsius, but their cells don't rupture. Irwin said. 
"I've always been interested in cold tolerance," 
Irwin said. 
Super cooling is similar to having alcohol in the - Wasps most frequently hibernate in firewood piles, 
blood. An organism's freezing point is much lower inside attics and in crawlspaces. They can dwell in 
The two men began collecting their data in Novem-
ber 2005 and the freezing process began this winter. 
than the freezi-ng point of something without super there if these places do not heat up unexpectealy dur-
cooling according to Corrigan. ing the winter. 
At this point, Corrigan and Irwin have established 
that only queen wasps have any chance of living' 
though the extreme cold. 
"What we found was these yellow jackets are not Central is providing the equipment for Corrigan 
freeze tolerant," Corrigan said. and Irwin, but the rest of the project is being financed 
Now the two are trying to establish the lowest tern- largely out of Irwin and Corrigan's pockets. 
There are two possibilities to explain what the 
wasps are: either freeze tolerant or super cooling. 
perature that a wasp can survive. So far -28 degrees "We are talking.to several funding sources about 
celsius is the coldest temperature possible for a wasp expanding this project," Corrigan said. 
to survive. It was previously believed that wasps were 
all freeze tolerant. 
Freeze tolerance is when the blood is pumped full of 
solutes. The wasps freeze betwee·n -2 and -8 degrees 
"They just shut down and go into a relaxed state/' 
If you hatte wasps nests, contact Corrigan at: corri-
gas@cwu.edu or Irwin at: irwinj@cwu.edu. 
Non-trads locus of Brown Bau Lecture 
by Ka-tie Murdoch 
Asst. News editor 
'Only five people showed up for the 
Associated Students of Central Wash-
ington University's Board of Directors' 
(ASCWU/BOD) Brown Bag Lecture 
Series on Thursday, Feb. 1. 
The meager turnout, however, didn't 
seem to faze the ASCWU/BOD mem-
bers' upbeat and energetic vibe. 
"We have a small, intimate crowd 
today which is good," said Jacquelyn 
Stabbert executive assistant to the 
ASC:WU/BOD. "Hopefully we can all 
spark some conversation." 
After they settled into their chairs 
and cracked harmless jokes at each oth-
er's expense,, the ASCWU/BOD mem-
bers became serious and focused the 
meeting toward supporting the needs of 
Central students, particularly non-tradi-
tional students 
"Our job is to uphold the best inter-
est of all 10,000 of our students," said 
Jeff Rosenberry, ASCWU/BOD vice 
president for student life and fadlities. 
One non-traditional student attend-
ed and discussed with the board his 
financial situation regarding school, his 
job as a mechanic and supporting his 
two sons. 
Jadon Berry, ASCWU/BOD presi-
dent collected the student's contact 
information and assured him he would 
make phone calls on his behalf and 
gather more information for him regard-
ing financial aid. 
"Any student who walks through ~ur 
doors, we're going to meet the needs of 
that student," Berry said. "Our main job 
is to advocate." 
The Board members emphasized 
advocacy as their top priority for all stu- · 
dents on campus. 
"[Non-traditional students] con-
tribute greatly because they have a dif-
ferent perspective," said Tony Aronica, 
ASCWU/BOD vice president for ciubs 
and organizations. 
Each Boa.rd member had a different 
perspective on non-traditional students. 
However, their opinions _followed the 
same vein. 
"They have some extra experience 
and become a teach~r, in a sense," said 
Katie Underwood, ASCWU/BOD vice 
president for academic affairs. 
To accommodate the variety of stu-
dents' lifestyles at Central, members of 
the ASCWU/BOD organize programs, 
paying close attention to the time of day 
and location of scheduled events. 
It's hard for non-traditional students 
to com~ back on campus for evening 
programs because by that time they've 
started homework and have made din-
ner, Rosenberry said. 
One issue for non-traditional stu-
dents is the anxiety of returning to 
school after an extended break or start-
ing for the first time. The BOD members 
are striving to create an environment to 
ease that anxiety. 
"Education is a continuous thing," 
said Derrick Peacock, ASCWU/BOD 
vice president for equity and communi-
ty service. "It keeps going and you can 
come back to it." 
To further assist non-traditional stu-
dents, ASCWU/BOD vice president of 
political affairs Steve DuPont is working 
on several bills to benefit students. 
One bill will aid childcare services. 
The funding will come from the Ser-
vices and Activities (S&A) fees as wel I 
as state grants. 
DuPont is also working on House 
Bill 1531 to exempt college textbooks 
from being charged state sales tax. 
During the meeting, BOD members 
encouraged Central students to contact 
them with their concerns. 
"Once we get things on the radar we 
get things moving and done," Aronica 
said. 
Contact ASCWU/800 members at 
www.cwu.edu/~ascwu or cal1 the 
ASCWU/800 office at 963-1693. 
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PHYSICIANS 
SERVE YOUR COUNTRY. 
ONE .PATIENT AT A TIME. 
• _Continuing education opportunities 
• Low-cost life insurance 
You will do a lot for your country- not to mention 
Soldiers and their families- by joining the Army . 
Medical Corps. Accordingly, the Army will return 
the favor~ You'll join as a commissioned officer -
and enjoy outstanding benefits, new challenges, 
the chance to ·work in some of the country's most 
advanced· facilities, opportunities for world travel, 
and-30 days of paid vacation time earned_ annually. 
Plus, you'll receive: -
• No-cost or low-cost medical and dental care for you and your family 
• Generous non-contributory retirement benefits with 20 years of qualifying service 
To find out more, or to speak to Army Health Care Recruiter, SFC Thomas 
McCain, call 877-719-0804~ or visit healthcare.goarmy.com/hct/54 
© 2006. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved. 
U.S.ARMY 
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·News from arouf?d the Ellensburg community 
Sex onender notification svstem debated 
by Chelsea Evans 
Asst city editor . 
Welcome to the neighborhood of 
sex offender flyers, patrol officers and 
suspicious neighbors. 
Of the 19,565 sex offenders in 
Washington state, 86 are registered in 
Kittitas County, nine are on the county's 
sex offender Web site with their names 
and addresses listed. 
. Of the nine listed, only four neigh-
borhoods were notified of an offender 
living in their ~rea. Notification by 
pol ice of sex offenders to neighbor-
hoods, depends upon a point system. 
The definition of sex offender can 
run under several different violations of 
the law, such as kidnapping, molesta-
tion, indecent liberties, sexual miscon-
duct, rape and voyeurism. -
Violators of the law who are found 
guilty are rated on a scale of one to 
three. Level one is the least serious and 
three the mcist. -
No matter·what.level, most offend-
ers receive jail time, though they may 
be released early on good behavior. 
Upon release, only level three offenders 
are made known to neighborhoods by . 
police. 
Darren Higahiyama, investigator of 
the Major Crimes Division for Kittitas 
County, said he finds that notifying 
neighborhoods increases aggressive 
behavior against the offenders. 
"People come out with pitchforks 
and flyers," Higahiyama said. "1:3ut sex 
offenders have civil rights, too, and they 
also need protection." 
Higahiyama has dealt with citizens' 
negative behavior toward sex offenders 
more than once. 
Higahiyama has had offenders share 
the same residence more than once. 
After notification was sent out, the their 
house was burned down. 
By Meagan Lind 
Staff reporter 
Bowers Field is the site of the only 
four-year professional pi lot training pro- . 
gram in the Northwest, and starting this 
summer, will get a facelift. , 
The $790,000 project is still in the 
design stage, but will begin when most 
of the students are away · for summer 
break. 
The goal is to finish before students 
return . The next update will be a recon-
struction of the aprons, taxi lanes and 
the asphalt, on which 152s and Piper 
Warrior Planes drive. 
Of the total cost, $750,000 will 
come from the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration, $18,000 from local tax dol-
lars, and $18,000 from the Washington 
State Department of Transportation's 
Aviation department. 
Asphalt reconstruction may be an 
exciting update for some, but others 
may not notice it. 
" I'd prefer to see runway 725 
repaved and replaced," Josh Agostino, 
sophomore aviation major, said. 
In October 2000, the Airport Advi-
sory Committee, a strategic planning 
committee, was formed with represen-
tatives from the Federal Aviation 
'Administration, Central Washington 
University, aviation professionals, the 
Chamber of Commerce and surround-
ing property owners. 
Graphic by Ross Wallette 
The map shows where level two and three sex offenders are living within 
the city of Ellensburg. Kittitas County has 86 registered offenders in . 
A level two sex offender, who will 
be referred to as John Doe, said the 
point system for rankin,g offenders is, at 
times, unjust. 
"It would be nice if every case was 
considered individually, but that takes 
time and tax payer money," Doe said. 
"But, at other times where a guy 
molests his daughter and gets a lesser 
charge, (level one) there is something 
wrong with that." 
Steve Ritterieser, assistant vice presi-
dent for business auxiliaries and public 
safety, has dealt with sex offenders in 
Ellensburg neighborhoods and on cam-
pus for 20 years. 
Central Washington University does 
not allow level two sex offenders to live 
on campus .. 
However, a level one offender cur-
rently lives in a residence hall and three 
offenders attend classes. The reason for 
not notifying students in neighboring 
halls is for the protection individuals · 
who have already served their time, Rit-
terieser said. 
"What our [campus police] experi-
ence has been is that the residence hall 
system is not a good place for a person 
who is considered a level two," Ritter-
ieser said. "That has always been shot 
down in the first stages." 
An_dria Cruz/Observer' 
Midstate Aviation has been training pilots in Ellensburg since 1961. 
Central contracts with the .company to train students at Bowers Field. 
The committee's goal is to fulfill the 
needs of Bowers Field for the next 20 
years. 
"Bowers Field is an asset to the 
community that not a lot of people 
know about," said Shan Rowbotham, 
chairman of the Airport Advisory Com-
mittee. 
The Bowers Field master plan must 
be updated every 10 years for Bowers 
Field to be eligible for federal funding. 
The county commissioners signed 
the final Master Plan and Airport Layout 
Plan in 2004. While the Federal Avia-
tion Administration signed soon after. 
"We're excited for the economic 
growth and to get new tenants out 
there," said Kelly Carlson, administra-
tive assistant and airport manager said. 
For more information on Bowers 
Field and future plans, visit www.co.kit-
titas. wa. us 
However, a level one is considereq 
acceptable by university standards. 
As for other "off-campus" resi-
dences that are owned by the universi-
ty, level two offenders are allowed to 
reside in those developments as long as 
a probation officer permits. 
· "This by all means is not a good situ-
ation for either party involved, but it is 
up to the parole or probation officer," 
Ritterieser said. 
Often the perception of sex offend-
ers is that they are no longer people. 
others are quick to judge what may 
have happened years ago, Doe said. 
"I don't understand how convicted 
murderers can get out of prison and do 
not have to register," Doe said. "This 
label has made it difficult [for me] to 
walk-anywhere or even get a job." 
Patrick Allen, senior law and justice 
major said he agrees a tighter enforce-
ment of laws against sex offenders is 
necessary, but the offender's personal 
life should be left alone. 
"The way I look at it is that sex 
offenders are entitled to the same rights 
as anyone else, yet I believe there 
should be harsher punishments [for sex 
crimes]," Allen said. 
Other Central students like Rachel 
Smith, elementary education major, 
said offenders do have rights, but safety 
of other citizens in the community 
come first. 
"I believe if a person is willing to 
commit a sexual crime against another 
person, then those who are law-abiding 
citizens deserve to know those offend-
ers who are living in their communi-
ties," Smith said. 
In order to live normally, Doe said 
he experiences continual frustration. 
"I have lost friends and even girls , 
who were interested in me, /1 Doe said. 
"It makes it really hard to move forward· 
with my life." 
E~tering Ellens urg, it's hard. to 
stlpg+~25 arrests in 
County for driving 
under the influence and "Our cops 
make great designated drivers.'' 
"I think TDUlsJ are a serious 
problem. Ws HOO ond weapon 
drivi.Qg. ,tjo\<\'11) \;~ said «~pt. 
Ross Green, Elle olice. 
However, there hqs. been a con* 
sistent decline ih DUlsWith only 84 
arrests in 2006. 
"It could be because it is not as 
socrally acceptable to drive drunk, 
but, it could also be that as we 
become busi~r, we don't . have 
enough Hroe:dtp focus on traffic 
issues/1 Gteen said. 
The most common times for DUI 
citations are between the hours of 
11 p.m: and 3 a.m. 
"You wouldn 1t believe it, but 
some people start drinking in the 
morni!')g and then drive," Green 
sai~. '1We i$sl:leDl,JI~}o people of 
all different ages} -' 
Downtown, one-way streets are 
common areasforOUlsarrests. 
Sex Off ender 
Levels: 
Level I 
Majority of offenders 
are Level 1. They are 
considered low risk and 
are often first time 
offenders who usually 
know their victims. 
Level 2 
Level Z offenders are a 
moderate risk. They 
generally have more 
than one victim. These 
crimes are often 
predatory with the 
offender using a 
position of trust to 
commit the crime. 
_Level 3 
Level s off enders are 
considered high risk. 
They usually have one 
or more victims and 
may have committed 
prior crimes. They may 
not know their victims. 
, istration major,.s 
Central Trahsifis a free;.r~source • 
avaiahle to Central students that runs 
until la.m. , but only has set stops. 
Rodeo Town Taxi runs after 1 a.m. 
and drops ~ff and picks up wherever 
customers I ike. 
ne has l:>een lit l)at posj .. 
ijon where they need · to dec,ide 
\'Vhf;;ther or not they should. drivel'{ 
N\uHen said. "If you've had anything 
fo drink, the decision should cQme. 
easily.1' 
Consequences for a DUI are 
strict, but vary for each indtvldua.1. 
11You.m.ust serv~a'1Jandatory 24 
hours if charged with a O(Jl,1' $gt. 
Jason Bef1hpn-Koch, . Campy~ Police; 
said. 
Indicators of drunk driving are 
often failing to signal, not coming to 
a complete stop, sitting at a light 
when it's green and driving too dose 
to the lines. 
#We\vealways aggressively' gone 
after [drunk drivers}/' Green said. 
"We believe it's a very important 
iss.oe.11 
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LEffERS ro THE EOlfOR 
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Anonymous letters will not be 
published. 
PINION 
Monday the week of publication, 
must be less than 300 words, include 
your name and phone number and be 
E-mailed to the Observer. Only one 
letter a month will be accepted from 
an individual. 
The Observer reserves the right to 
edit for length, style, grammar and 
libel. Please E-mail letters to: 
observer@cwu.edu or by fax to 
963-1027. . 
Patrick Lewis 
Editor-in-Chief 
A group of nations signed a non-
binding pledge to stop using child sol-
diers Tuesday. 
South American, African, Asian 
countries and the entire European 
Union all signed the document. The 
number of nations signing was 60, with 
the United States abstaining. 
There is a good deal of debate 
around this resolution. On one hand, 
you have the Sierra Leone deputy min-
ister of education quoted in the Associ-
ated Press as saying that country has 
lost an entire generation of children. 
On the other, you have the fact that 
while this resolution brings press to the 
issue, it mandates no action. 
The United Nations estimates that a 
minimum of 250,000 children are 
being utilized in war-related roles. 
Using children as soldiers is 
deplorable, as are myriad jobs they're 
thrust into, from spying to sexual slav-
ery. 
The acts need to stop. The world 
would be a better place without seeing 
photos of children wavingAK-47s. 
The problem is in the resolution 
itself. Wtiile mostdomestic newspapers 
only run a smattering of international 
news, when a news outlet receives sto-
ries involving children fighting on the 
front lines, they run it. 
The problem is with the govern-
ments that signed the resolution. Gov-
ernments aren't the ones giving 10-
year-olds grenades to throw under cars. 
Warlords, factions, "freedom fighters" 
and insurgents are. I doubt that Soma-
lian warlords will sign onto something 
that diminishes their already meager 
make it through war-zones, what's next? 
It would be easier to let them transition 
into the normal rank and file of the 
armies they were already fighting for. 
However, I worry for the same reason 
Ishmael Beah, the former soldier does. 
He's quoted saying he's afraid it won't 
OBSERVANCE 
Taking guns out of the 
hands of children 
fighting force. . 
There· need to be sanctions, installa-
tion of troops; anything that forcibly 
stops support for the child soldiers 
fighting. 
The AP report quotes a former child 
soldier who has been at the front of the 
debate. He argues for rehabilitation of 
former child soldiers. This is a forgotten 
part of the issue. For those children that 
be properly applied. I'm worried it 
won't be applied at all. While ending 
the use of children as soldiers is a great 
idea on paper, it'll soon be forgotten by 
the signatory nations. Not only will 
those in power forget, but it might not 
even stay on the minds of their respec-
tive citizenry for a day or two. 
There is always the threat of discon-
nection when people are confronted 
with a story that doesn't take place in 
their community. But there's no telling 
what these children could achieve if 
they weren't busy trying to kill each 
other. · 
If this group of 60 nations wants to 
really make a change, there need to be 
enforceable measures. One or more of 
the countries must pony up the time 
and the money to implement change. 
Otherwise the pledge is empty words 
and empty promises to people like 
Beah. 
Rationale behind the United States' 
decision not to sign the resolution is 
unclear. It might be because there are 
no positive or negative repercussions in 
doing so. That puts our government in a 
unique position to craft a resolution 
that will hold not only foreign nations 
but warring parties accountable for 
their decision to use child soldiers: 
Then we'd have something worth 
signing. 
Patrick Lewis is the Editor-In-Chief 
and can be reached at LewisP@cwu.edu 
The Artist's Eye 
trn m .r~n 
OJ[] 
f'tW.1- t-t~~o.f 
Stein Hansen/Observer 
( 
Central began this work on this field during summer 2006, wit 
completion scheduled for late September 
Ross James Wallette!Observer 
Each week the Observer will highlight a problem in the area. 
E-mail your suggestion for projects the university or ~ity 
should tackle to Observer@cwu.edu. ·Last week's? Still there. 

Mary Ebena/!Observer 
Local hand, Short Tenn Memory, performed last Saturday night at Organize Noise. The business hosts 
concerts several nights a week in addition to lending out hooks and serving coffee. ' · 
Hot conee, cool music 
ottered at Organize Noise 
Family-run business uses donations to 
provide coffee, books, music and more 
a non-profit organization. "It's kind of 
an alternative to the corporate." 
The Hammond kids have beds and a 
T.V. in back, and in the past, the whole 
family would spend all day at the shop. 
Their oldest daughter could be seen 
roller skating past the bookshelves. 
by Robbie Miller 
Staff reporter 
It's Saturday night at Organize 
Noise. 
· Stacy Hammond is crouching on the 
ground with her hand on the mouse 
and her neck tilted up to see the com- . 
puter screen. 
The crowd, enjoying· classic rock 
covers from local band Short Term 
Memory, occupies most of the chairs, so 
she doesn't bother setting one up in 
front of the computer desk. 
. Hammond is searching for a reason-
ably priced Volkswagen van when 
Ellensburg High School senior Kevin 
Carns, approaches and takes something 
from the desk drawer back to the crib- · 
bage table, where Hammond's husband 
Forrest sits. · 
Stacy and Forrest Hammond own 
the sea of books, musical instruments, 
art, comfortable sofas and organic cof-
fee that is Organize Noise-the only 
coffee shop/used bookstore· in town that 
operates ·entirely on donations. And this 
is how they spend most of their 
evenings. 
"We pretty much just run [the shop) 
and, you know, shelve books, surf the 
'net and play cribbage, play music," 
Stacy said. "So it's pretty chill in here 
most of the time." 
Organize Noise started out of a 
desire for organic coffee, used books 
and music. 
"Three things that we thought were 
missing, or were missing from our lives 
we thought maybe other people would 
appreciate too," Stacy said. 
The shop serves organic coffee from 
Grounds for Change, a family-owned 
roaster out of Bainbridge Island. 
When Organize Noise opened in 
I-ate 2005, it was the only used book-
store in Ellensburg, but a couple have 
opened since, Hammond said. 
Bands of all styles perform every Fri-
day and Saturday night for donations. 
About half the bands are local, while 
others come from the west side. The 
Hammonds also hope to start an open 
jam session on Thursdays. 
"The coffee and books are kind of 
like a supplement to the core, which is 
music," Stacy said. 
The idea to run solely on donations 
started when the books proved difficult 
to price. 
"We just felt like it gave people an 
opportunity to place value on some-
thing that really has no value without a 
desire or a need for it," Stacy said. 
Organize Noise has operated on 
monetary donations since last May, and 
it has proved successful thus far. 
The Hammo,nds try to open the shop 
everyday at 9 a.m., and remain open 
until 6 p.m., and again from 9 p.m. to 
midnight. But with four kids, no addi-
tional employees and' Forrest attending 
Central Washington University full 
time, the schedule doesn't always work 
out. 
"That's our biggest contention right 
now; our ability to be open regula.rly," 
Stacy said. 
H_ours should stay consistent as the 
Hammonds split time working. and Sta-
cy's father Darrell Gantt, who helped 
them start the business, helps with day-
to-day tasks. 
"We're not in this. to make a lot of 
money," Gantt said, who recently 
leased out his home on the west side to 
/ . 
''[It] was kind of rough to do that, 
, but it's also nice to be around them all 
the time, so it's hard," Stacy said. 
"We're going to split up our days and try 
to re-adjust the atmosphere a bit." 
At first glance, the atmosphere is art-
sy-indie heaven. But, it's the community 
that keeps people like Carns coming 
back to play cribbage and drink coffee. 
Carns,_ along with other high school 
and college students, help~d run the 
shop as a volunteer over the summer 
when the Hammonds were busy. 
Good people are what Carns said he 
likes about the atmosphere. 
"[The Hammonds] are accepting of 
everybody," he said. 
CENTRAL'S NEWEST SOURCE FOR GREAT CLOTHES 
VmNITASJE 
Affordable Metf'$ & Women's ·used 
Name--Brond Clothing 
)•• 962-9491 708 E. University Woy Lo<gl~d in the f'kl.:co 
Belwe11t1 Gro-nrs Plt.za & Cuny_?n River !fohry 
\\THIS BEAUTIFUL ROOM IS SO 
COMFORTABLE." 
Gift C~rtifieat~1 '(iveila.bti 
"(\IH 1 b~m¢ roomz havi Ja'-'uHil~ t>own eomfortir•~ 
L;arg~ rv·~. "C'iL t>l:?~ lnt~rn~t 
Conneetl on. Refrigerator!. 
Non-~moking, Mo Pit.1. 
~at~g from ~89. ~un-Thur1>. 
rrom .99. f1rf,-§>at. 
1720 Canyon Rd. , 509-962-8030 
lVW~'i~innatgoosecreekcom or 
E-rf1ail:g:oose.ctk@ellensburg,com (800)533-0822 
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Pane1 
~iuht 
Three political activi 
ing to Central Washingt 
ty to participate in a 
el called "Meet the 
, First Amendme~fRl 
the discussi 
from 11 :30.a.m 
in th·e Student tJ 
Center pit 
"Meet the Activi~tstii)s designed 
to make students awareofihe First 
Amendment righttoRetitionr qften 
ca'lled JJthe forgott~n freedom/I 
which .include$.,. pQtting initiatives 
and referendvtl'l~. ballot. 
''..We wan ~ight yellow 
highlight on freed()m,'1 
assistant commu on professor 
Cynthia MittMH saiq. ''.Jhe rightto 
petition is not m:i people's radar 
si;:reen/I 
Tim Eyman;; John Ga'stil and 
Shannon S ·van wiU be the. th tee 
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ViewpQints on 
Valentine's Dav 
by Andrea Rust 
Asst. Scene editor 
Call it "Single Awareness Day," 
"Hallmark's Holiday" or "Men are 
Jerks Day." 
I simply call it Valentine's Day, and 
with it less than a week away, I have 
already heard complaints from people 
living in Valentine's Day hatred. 
Single ·or not, Valentine's Day can 
be enjoyable for everyone. There is no 
other day of the year when people can 
eat chocolate out of lacy heart boxes 
and watch sappy love movies. Besides, 
it gives guys a reason to act romantic, 
"because they have to." 
I'm not saying I expect mushy love 
stuff from my boyfriend on this day, 
but I am also not a man-bashing love-
hater who could care less if the day 
existed. 
Would I be upset if my boyfriend 
didn;t .do anything for me on Valen-
tine's Day? Absolutely. Even if I had 
told him not to get me anything. 
If he goes out on his own and does 
something that shows he appreciates 
me; it means more than any fancy din-
ner or jewelry ever could. I would be 
happy with three-dollar daffodils from 
the grocery store. 
I don't think it's asking too much of 
him _to be thoughtful on Valentine's 
Day, and it doesn't mean he has to 
burn a hole in his wallet to do so. 
And the idea that this day is only 
for couples is ridiculous, if it were, 
then Valentine's Day activities would 
be more equally distributed. 
I'm sure guys love some of the 
extra perks that come along with their 
efforts, but they would probably skip 
over the Valentine's Day obligations if 
they had a choice. 
My message to guys who despise 
Feb. 14 is this: if your girlfriend means 
a lot to you, show her! Ladies, give the 
guys a break; most of them do their 
best to make Valentine's Day great. 
While I won't be adorning my' 
boyfriend with anything amazing, I 
think his favorite confetti cake and a 
case of beer will do just fine. 
by Paul Balcerak 
Senior reporter 
By nature, men like to keep things 
simple. Where women describe a col-
or as "cucumber," we opt simply for 
light green. 
. What a woman calls a /1 duvet cov-
er," we refer to as a thin blanket. And 
so on and so forth. 
It's with this tendency toward sim-
plicity that I propose a name change to 
emphasize what Valentine's Day really 
is: Woman· Appreciation Day. 
For too long, Valentine's Day has 
given the impression that it's an all-
inclusive couple's holiday. It's not. Jew-
elry, flowers and long walks on the 
beach aren't exac.tly geared toward 
men. 
If Valentine's Day were intended for 
couples, the obligatory five-course, 
bank-breaking dinner .ciut would be 
preceded by eight hours of football~ 
beer and cursing. 
Instead, women are the only ones 
taken into consideration each Feb. 14. 
As well they should. 
As long as we're being honest, let~ 
· admit it; women deserve their own 
holiday. I know we're not exactly liv-
ing in the 1950s "Cleaverville" any-
more -women can work as office exec-
utives, play professional sports, ~tc. -
but our genders aren't exactly equal 
and we all know who gets the larger 
end of the stick. 
It's always been that way and to 
some degree, it always will be. 
Valentine's Day presents us men 
with a chance to right such societal 
inequities, if only for a day, and show 
the women in our lives we care 
enough to at least try to even things 
out. 
I can't claim full credit for this idea; 
it's something my mother taught me. 
Women will take on the burdens of the 
menstrual cycle, childbirth and 
menopause so long as I hold open 
doors, kill spiders and set aside one 
day to recognize such disparity. 
Most call it Valentine's Day. I just 
call it Woman Appreciation Day. 
• I 
ntin I 
t 
Monkees rock campus with 
two dance performances 
Ross James Wallette/Observer 
Massive Monkees performed last Thursday during half-time at the Central vs. Western basketball game, and in 
the west end of the Student Union and Recreation Center later that evening. The group pulled 
volunteers out of the audience at one point to learn basic steps and showcase Central's talent . 
• See Wildcat Shop for detaiis on hO'\\i to enter and WIN! 
• Tbe dra'\'\'·ing '""ill be on Feb mar) 13 uu 1t1n ttme ro.- that spcd.'d,. mcont-) 
• Shot> for Valentine's Day smrings throughout the store on February 14 
.. 
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Armv, tacultv to perform next week 
The Music Department offers two concerts, 
one featuring the Army Brass Quintet and 
another in honor of Valentine's pay 
by Taishi Kanamaru 
Staff reporter 
Valentine's Day doesn't have to cost 
a fortune. For students on the inexpen-
sive valentine date. plan, a Jree music 
concert may be just the answer. 
Next wee~, Central Washington 
University's music department will host 
two concerts, involving more than just 
music. 
To get people in the Valentine's Day 
spirit, there will be a mix of classical 
and jazz music performed by the Facul-
ty Brass Quintef with guest performers 
the Army Brass Quintet at 7 p.m., Mon-
day on Feb. 12 in the Music Recital 
Hall. 
The Army Brass Quintet is from the 
U.S. Army Training.and Doctrine Com-
mand (TRADOC) Band and is one of 
the most requested small ensembles, 
according to the band's Web site. 
J~ffrey Snedeker, associate chair of 
the music department and member of 
the faculty band, said the department is 
getting a lot of contacts with different 
service bands that tour the nation. 
"We've been very fortunate recently 
to have groups from service bands," 
Snedeker said. 
Both the faculty and army bands 
feature five performers each. Instru-
ments include two trumpets, a French 
horn, a trombone and a tuba. 
The concert will include pieces by 
ART: Central faculty member 
gets attention from Hollywood 
continued from page 8 
"When we did the art walk, Margo 
came and did a guided artist tour of her 
work," said Natalie Bing, director of 
wine information for Ellensburg 
WineWorks. "The people who got to 
participate were very fortunate because 
her work has so many layers and sym-
bols. Having Margo share her feelings 
on lier work heightens the guests' expe-
rience." 
Selski is reluctant to provide too 
many details about her work, preferring _ 
to let the viewers pick out themes and 
detai Is for themselves. • 
"When I don't give [the details] 
away, it may take [the viewers] years to 
find them," Selski said. "·They find 
something, a theme, and transfer.it to 
other paintings, decoding them." 
Hollywood types have close atten-
tion to Selski 's work, including celebri-
ties such as Prince, Ellen DeGeneres, 
and most recently, Hugh Hefner. Selski 
doesn't like to throw out celebrity 
names, preferring museums and gal-
leries to who's who in Hollywood. 
"My artwork hits a chord with 
unusual people, and [Hefner] is just the 
latest," Selski said. "In the end you're 
really dealing with their decorators." 
Selski came to Ellensburg from Min-
nesota with and her husband Daniel, 
professor of biology at CentraL She 
received the first real publicity for her 
artwork in Minnesota. Her work has 
been exhibited or collected by 12 
museums and art institutions, including 
the Minneapolis Institute of Art and the 
Rochester Museum and Arts Center, 
and has completely sold out at numer-
ous critically acclaimed exhibitions. 
Somewhere between creating her 
art and showing it, she also raises three 
children and feaches at Central. 
"I see myself as more of an artist 
educator rather than an educator artist," _ 
Selski said. "I'm excited to be here, I 
love teacbing, and I hope to be teach-
ing at Central for a long time. You can't 
give it up once you get it in your 
blood." 
For more info on Se/ski, go to 
www.mnartists.org (search: selski) or 
www.glassgaragegallery.com. 
each ban·d separately as well as collab-
orations between the two. 
In addition, members of the Army 
Brass Quintet will discuss their careers 
and hold mock auditions for Central 
music students earlier in the day. 
"It's a great opportunity for the stu-
dents because service bands are some 
of the only full-time playing opportuni-
ties outside of professional orchestra," 
Snedeker said. "Hopefully the students 
will have fun." 
On Valentin~'s Day, the Kairos 
Quartet, composed of music depart-
ment faculty, will feature their Valentine 
concert at 7 p.m., in the Music Concert 
Hall. 
The quartet, established in 1993, 
has been Central's quartet-in-residence 
since 1998. 
The members are violinists Carrie 
Rehkopf and Heather Netz, violist Tim-
othy Betts, and cellist John Michel. 
Lydia Tang, senior violin perform-
ance major, has taken private lessons 
with Netz and saw the quartet's Valen-
tine's Day concert last year. -
"It's [the quartet] always been excel-
lent," Tang said. "I think people come to -
express their Valentine Days·." 
This is the second year Betts has 
played in the ~uartet, and he said last 
year's valentin~ concert was a success. 
"I think it's a nice thing to do on 
Valentine's Day. It's a good date," Betts 
said. "The whole string quartet is the 
romantic idea for people definitely, and 
it's beautiful music." 
· Last year, chocolates were given out 
to both audiences and Valentine poetry 
was read. 
The quartet even read messages 
people had written for their sweet-
hearts. 
· Although Betts is not sure what 
exactly is going to happen, the concert 
incorporates more than just music. 
"At least chocolate, probably," Betts 
said. "Come to our concert. It's going to 
be great, cheap date." 
Photo courtesy of Margo Se/ski 
Selskrs collection is known for its Renaissance-styled portraits. Her 
painting career started in 1994. 
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Track and field 
shines in GNAC 
Central gains four straight GNAC Track 
and Field Athlete of the Week honors 
by Melanie Lockhart 
Asst. Sports editor 
With championship competition 
cluttering their schedule, the indoor 
track and field team prepares for success. 
Central Wa.shington University par-
ticipated in the McDonald's Collegiate 
Invitational in Moscow, Idaho over the 
weekend. • 
Junior Robert Edwards broke his 
own Great Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence record in the 60-meter hurdles on 
Saturday, finishing in 8.22 seconds. 
Edwards improved his previous record 
by 0.14 seconds and placed second 
overall. 
Edwards' performance earned him 
the title of GNAC Men's Track and Field 
Athlete of the Week, making Edwards 
the fourth Central athlete in four weeks 
to win the honor. He also met the 
NCAA Division II provisional national 
qualifying mark of 8.24 seconds. 
Senior Cameron Neel placed first 
overall in the men's shot put with a 
throw of 17.30m while sophomore 
Evan Ruud placed first in the men's 
weight-throw with a mark of 17 .59m. 
Junior Cameron Bailey took second in 
the men's high jump and the men's 
4x400 meter relay team took third. 
Junior Krissy Tandie took second 
place overall in the women's shot put 
with a throw or 13.72m. She also took 
second in the women's weight-throw 
with a mark of 15.95m, improving on 
her previous bests in the event. 
Central sent a partial squad to the 
Uni":'ersity of Washington Indoor Invita-
tional Jan. 26-27. · 
Tandie broke a five-year-old confer-
ence record in the women's shot put 
with a mark of 13.83m, improving her 
previous season's best by three inches. 
Tandie competed as the only non-Divi-
sion I competitor in a field of 11 in 'the 
"N.' section of the competition. She fin-
ished seventh overall and earned GNAC 
Female Co-Athlete of the Week. Tandie 
follows teammates Ruud and Neel in 
earning the weekly honors. 
"I have great feelings about the sea-
son so far," Tandie said. "I will get excit-
ed as soon as I have my plane ticket to 
nationals." 
Central sent a full squad to Pullman 
on Jan. 19-20 to participate in the 
Washington State University Indoor 
Open. 
At Washington State, Neel placed 
second overall in the men's shot put 
with a th row of 1 7. 51 m, breaking both 
Central and GNAC records. He came 
just 0.17m. short of the automatic 
NCAA national qualifying mark. 
Neel, who is a four-time NCAA 
Division II All-American in track and 
field, earned the GNAC Men's Athlete 
of the Week award for his performance. 
Two other Wildcats joined Neel in 
breaking records at Washington State. 
One week after setting the new GNAC 
record in the men's weight-throw with a 
distance of 17.80m, Ruud broke it again 
with a career high of 18.30m. 
Tandie set a new school record with 
her mark of 14.83m in the women's 
weight-throw, but improved two weeks 
in a row with marks of 14.97m and 
15.95m, respectively. 
"I feel pretty good about the team's 
performances," Tandie said. "We can't 
expect anything but improvements, and 
everyone has been looking great in 
practice." 
The team travels to Seattle this 
weekend in final preparation for the 
GNAC Indoor Track and Field Champi-
onships in Nampa, Idaho on Feb. 19. 
Central sends a partial squad to com-
pete in the Husky Classic on Sat. Feb. 
10 at University of Washington, and 
then a full squad on Feb. 11. 
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courtesy of University Recreation 
Kittitas Valley Memorial Pool hosts public kayaking sessions every Sunday night from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. 
Paddle partv at the pool 
by Brianna Berg 
Staff reporter 
Forget studying on Sunday night 
when you can learn to kayak. 
· Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals offers 
kayak pool sessions at the Kittitas Valley 
Memorial Pool every Sunday night from 
8:30 to 10:30 p.m. 
Individuals from Central and the sur-
rounding Ellensburg community come 
to kayak in the pool. The cost is $5 per 
session, and attendees learn about 
equipment, safety, techniques and the 
basics of kayaking. 
After requests from Central students, 
the Yakima Kayak Club along with Fluid 
Adventures, an outfitter based in Leav-
enworth, Washington, decided to start 
offering lessons. Last Sunday was their 
third session, which brought in new 
people. 
"We started off strong with [about a 
dozen] people showing up the first 
night," Ryan Hopkins, Central's Out-
door Coordinator said. "Last week, we 
had 36 people show up." 
However, despite strong attendance, 
they currently have no university club 
status. There are two different routes the 
· kayakers can take to become a club. 
To be considered a university cub 
sport, groups are required to compete, 
which kayakers don't do right now. 
If the group decides competition is 
not the road they want to take, they 
could choose to be a recognized Asso-" 
ciated Students of Central Washington 
University Club, which allows for a 
budget without competition. 
"I would like to compete if I got bet-
ter," Assistant Instructor Darrell Kangis-
er said. 
see KAYAKING, page 16 
First hall deficits leave Wildcats in the cold 
Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Sophomore point guard Ashley Fenimore makes a pass under the hoop 
against arch rival Western Washington last Thursday. Fenimore scored 
in the double digits against the Vikings, but the Wildcats lost 75-61. 
by Melanie Lockhart 
Asst. Sports editor 
Central Washington University 
women's basketball continued their los-
ing streak with two home defeats last 
week, falling to 3-6 in the Great North-
west Athletic. Conference. 
"It sucks," senior forward Brandie 
Bounds said. "We're in a slump and we 
need to find a way to get out." 
Last Thursday, Central faced arch 
rival Western Washington University. 
Bounds led the Wildcats to an early 
lead with a layup, but Western's senior 
guard Mollie Stelmack followed with a 
three-pointer en route to scoring the first 
10 points for the Vikings. 
The Wildcat defense couldn't ~old 
off Stelmack, who scored 22 points in 
the first half alone. Stelmack ended the 
half with 9 of 10 field goal attempts, 
including all four three,-point attempts. 
"Their whole offense is formed 
around her," sophomore point guard 
Ashley Fenimore said. "It's hard to shut 
that down." 
Central struggled in the first half, 
trailing by as many as 17 points. The 
Wildcats were outscored and Western 
dominated in the rebound department, 
getting 22 boards to Central's 13. 
"We lacked intensity," Fenimore 
said. "A 15-point hole is hard to get out 
of. We can't expect that against a team 
as strong as Western." 
The Wildcats came back strong in 
the second half, shooting 40 percent 
from the court and 75 percent from the 
fre.e throw line. Central matched West-
ern's 16 rebounds and only trailed by 
one point in the scoring department; 33-
32. 
The Wildcat defense held Western's 
Stelmack to eight points in the second 
half, while Central 's Bounds scored 13 . 
Twice the Wildcats were able to nar-
row the gap to 10 points. However, the 
team couldn't overcome the deficit from 
the first half. Central dropped their first 
home game of the season with a final 
score of 75-61. 
"We could have taken care of the 
ball better," Fenimore said. "The defense 
needed to shut down their top scorers." 
Stelmack had a career-high of 30 
points for the Vikings while Bounds 
scored a team-high of 22 for Central. 
Joining hef in the double-digits were 
senior center Laura Wright, junior for-
ward Kristina Klapperich and Fenimore 
with 10 points each. 
Saturday night, Central hosted the 
Northwest Nazarene University Cru-
saders for the second of three straight 
home match-ups. 
The Crusaders took a 8-2 lead in the 
see BASKETBALL, page 14 
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Standout signal-caller for 
· Wildcat Baseball a YVCC transfer 
With baseball opening its season last Saturday, the Observer caught up with Wildcat Michael 
Johnson, the 5'9 catcher from Sunnyside in this weeks Q and A. 
RIGHT: Catcher Michael 
Johnson transferred from 
Yakima Valley Community 
College last season to 
join the Wildcats. 
by Michael Johnson 
Staff reporter 
Photos by Elizabeth Witkowski/Observer 
Q: Why did you choose Central 
Washington University? 
A: I came to Central Wash-
ington because it's close to 
home, and I had the 
opportunity to continue 
playing baseball. 
Q: Are you often 
referred to as a name 
similar to yours? I 
usually get Michael 
Jackson, or do people 
confuse you with oth-
ers? 
- A: The most com-
mon name people 
ref er to me as · is 
Michael Johnson the 
sprinter. . I also hear 
Michael Jackson and Magic 
Johnson all the time. 
Q: Michael, we 
have the same first 
and last 
Wildcats chop down Loggers 
1-3 in baseball season opener 
by Brooke Saul 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University's 
baseball team opened their season hst 
Saturday with a win, scoring seven 
runs late in the game to come back 
and win 7-3. 
The Wildcats faced an early 3-0 
· deficit sparked by Puget Sound Uni-
versity's solo home run by Michael 
Olson in the first inning off junior 
right-handed pitcher Tyler Levin. 
"I didn't do well at the start," said 
Levin. "I pitched an inside fastball, [to 
Olsen] but it ended up going over the 
plate." 
Central rallied back, tying the game 
in fifth inning. Junior second baseman 
Tyler Farrington hit a two-run single 
and junior co-captain shortstop Jamie 
Nilsen stole third. Puget Sound pitcher 
Evan Scandling balked, sending Nilsen 
home and tying the game at 3. 
Central added another run in the 
sixth inning to take the lead. 
The Wildcats came back in the top 
of the fifth to score three runs on two 
hits as 
Freshman right-handed pitcher 
Kevin Walkenhauer took the mound for 
Central in the bottom of the fifth inning, 
allowing only a single in the fifth and a 
pair of walks in the seventh inning. 
Central took the lead in the top of 
the sixth, scoring an unearned run as 
Nilsen was hit by a pitch with the 
bases loaded to bring in Justin ,Martin. 
Nilsen is nothing new to getting hit by 
pitches, being dotted 10 times last sea-. 
son to go with his team leading 29 
walks. 
"It [the pitch that hit him]was the 
turning point in the game," Nilsen 
said. 
In the seventh inning; the lead was 
extended to four runs after Farrington 
led off with a double. Junior catcher 
Michael Johnson was hit by a pitch, 
then advanced with Farrington on a 
double steal. 
Left fielder Justin Marshall sacri-
ficed in Farrington on a flyoutto right 
field. Junior third basemen John 
Lobbestael hit a two-run single to right 
field to make it 7-3. 
Walkenhauer then shut down the 
Loggers in the seventh after a lead-off 
walk. The Wildcats finished the game 
with 10 hits to the Loggers' five. 
In this game, Nilsen had a perfect 
season opener with a pair of singles, a 
walk, and was hit by a pitch. 
see BASEBALL, page 15 
name, it's only right that I ask your mid-
dle name? 
A: Well my middle name is Christo-
• pher; I'm not a big fan of it. 
Q: Mike, what's it like with the 
ladies? You should be able to strut in 
your tight pants now that the season is 
starting? 
A: (laughing) It hasn't been great, 
matter of fact it hasn't even been good. 
Q: Have you ever got into a fight 
with a player during the game? 
A: There were never punches 
thrown, but we got into a couple con-
flicts in high school. · 
Q: Have you ever been thrown out 
of a game? 
A: No, but I've been close multiple 
times. 
Q: Everyone comes to a turning 
point in their life where they know that 
they want to do something1 what was 
that point when it came to baseball? 
A: Growing up, I never had broth-
ers and sisters to look up to, so I 
looked up to my uncles, 
because they are the ones 
who taught me how to.play. 
They are the ones that .1 
watched growing up, so I 
just wanted to do what 
they did. 
Q: How do you like 
Central so far? 
A: It's good, but 
cold, I see the sun final-
ly came out today. 
Q: What are your 
goals as a baseball 
player? 
A: I just want to 
have fun, and reach 
my full potential as 
a baseball player at 
Central Washington 
University. 
Editor 1s note: 
reporter Michael 
Johnson interviewed 
catcher Michael John-
son. There is no relation 
between the two. 
Join the fast .· .. o.wing: 
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Men's basketball lights 
up court with two wins 
at Nicholson Pavilioil 
by Brooke Saul 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University 
men's basketball team was ready for 
payback as they hosted Western Wash-
ington University at home in front of 
3, 172 screaming fans. 
On Jan. 20, Central lost 77-79 in 
overtime at Western, making revenge a 
necessity and not something that the 
team simply wanted. · 
Central's senior forward Lance Den 
Boer scored 37 points, one point shy of 
his career-high set the week before 
against Seattle Pacific University, to 
help lead the Wildcats to a 82-68 victo-
ry over Central's biggest_rival. 
Senior forward/center Grant Assink 
scored the first five points in the game 
and performed well for the remainder of 
the night. 
Assink felt that he had a solid game 
and hopes to have the same energy for 
the next game. 
Central is now .10-9 overall on the 
season and are above the .500 mark in 
· the Great Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence. 
Den Boer and Assink controlled the 
tempo of the game as Den Boer had 15 
points and Assink had 11 in the first 
half. In the second half, Assink immedi- . 
ately sunk a three-pointer, but Western 
came back on an 8-0 scoring run, tak-
ing the lead 41-39. 
Midway through the second half, 
Central came back taking the lead after 
a 7-0 run to make it 63-55. 
Throughout the game, senior center 
Bryan Freshwater scored 14 points, and 
sophomore guard Colton Monti scored 
eight points. 
Western was led by guard Ira Gra-
ham with 20 points and center Steve 
Severin who added 14 points. 
"There is nothing but excitement," 
said sophomore guard Johnny Spevak. 
Spevak finished the game with only 
one offensive rebound and three defen- . 
sive rebounds in the game. 
The Wildcats played against North-
west Nazarene University at home Sat-
urday night. Central shot a season-high 
of 62 percent overall, winning 83-53. 
"We stepped up defensively," head 
Coach Greg Sparling said. 
Central had 11 of 13 players score at 
least four points, Den Boer leading with 
12 points. Spevak was a perfect 4 of 4 
from the floor, scoring 11 points. 
Central's field goal efficiency helped 
the Wildcats take an 18-point lead at 
half time. The hot-shooting continued in 
the second half as Central notched the 
first five points after the break and led 
by at least 20 points for all but 75 sec-
onds. 
Central dominated in the rebound 
department with a 45-19 edge on the 
glass. Den Boer and ju.nior forward 
Bryce Daub had five rebounds each. 
With the wins against Western and 
Northwest Nazarene, Central is now 
eligible for the NCAA Division II West 
Region poll by getting to the .500 mark 
against Division II competition. 
Central will be playing at Seattle 
Pacific University tonight and at Saint 
Martin's University this Saturday. 
Sparling said that Seattle Pacific is 
going to be a hostile environment for 
Central because there will be a lot of 
friends, family, and alumni to support 
the Wildcats on Seattle turf. 
Central returns home to play Univer-
sity of Alaska Anchorage on Thursday, 
Feb. 22 at 7:30 p.m. 
WQMEN'~. 
BASKEf BALL 
Feb 10. vs. SMttllPdCf:/ic7:00 p.m 
Feb. 15 at Alaska 5:30 p.m 
. feb. 17 atAiaskaAnch. 5:-00p.m. 
Feb. 2~ v$. St. Martin'so:$0 p.m. 
David Woodford/Observer 
Senior forward Lance Den Boer drives toward the hoop during the first 
half of Thursday's game against Western Washington University at 
Nicholson Pavilion. Central won the game 82-68 and are 10-10 ove.rall. 
BASKETBALL: Wildcats suffer 
two home losses, drop to 3-6 in GNAC 
continued from page 7 2 
first four minutes. The Wildcats followed 
with a 13-2 scoring run, taking the lead 
15-10. The Crusaders answered back, 
going on a 14-0 run to take the lead. 
The Crusaders finished the period 
leading 43-28. 
Northwest Nazarene opened the 
second half on a 12-2 rnn to take the 
largest lead of the game at 25 points (55-
30). The Wildcats narrowed the lead to 
14 points after a 15-4 run. 
Central's defense held the Crusaders 
scoreless in the final 2:22. 
The Wildcats outscored the Cru-
saders in the second half 33-29 but 
failed to overcome the first half deficit,· 
suffering a 72-61 loss. 
"The two games were two mirror 
images," Whitney said. "We were slow 
in the first half because we lacked exe-
cution and momentum. During the sec-
ond half our zone was effective and we 
played the game like we should." 
Central will face GNAC leader Seat-
tle Pacific University on Saturday. The 
game starts at 7 p.m. in Nicholson 
Pavilion. 
"We have a talented team with good 
athletes," Whitney said. "Two things 
come to mind [to improve]: effort and 
execution. If we can give it our all for 40 
minutes instead of 25, we can win." 
Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Senior guard Stephanie McKinney, right, drives to the hoop against Western with freshman forward Shaina 
Afoa. Western dominated the game, going to the foul line 28 times compared to Central's 18. 
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Super Bowl MVP? 
Curtis Crabtree 
Staff reporter 
Peyton Manning definitely con-
tributed to the Indianapolis Colts drub-
bing of the Chicago Bears 29-17 in 
Super Bowl XLI. However, in no way 
was he the most valuable player. 
As far as I am concerned, the MVP 
should have been given to the running 
back tandem of Dominic Rhodes and 
Joseph Addai. In sloppy conditions, 
Rhodes galloped for a game-high 113 
yards on 21 carries, including a touch-
down. Addai showed his versatility as 
well with 77 yards on 19 carries and 10 
catches for 66 yards, to finish as the 
game's leading receiver. 
Manning managed the game very 
well and did find Reggie Wayne for a 53 
yard touchdown pass due to blown cov-
erage by Chris Harris, but isn't that 
exactly what Peyton is expected to do? 
For the Colts, who have been con-
sidered a finesse team for years, Rhodes 
and Addai came up huge on the biggest 
stage of them all, the Super Bowl. 
Rhodes and Addai helped the Colts 
control the clock, holding onto the ball 
38 minutes of the game. Co-MVP's have 
only been named once in Super Bowl 
history. Both Randy White and Harvey 
Martin of the Dallas Cowboys earned 
MVP honors in a 27-10 win over the 
Denver Broncos in Super Bowl XII. 
However, it seems to me that the 
MVP going to Manning is simply a life-
time achievement award rather than for 
a MVP performance in the Super Bowl. 
That is why I am coming up with my 
own award: the Most Not Valuaole 
Player. This is for that special player 
who has failed so miserably in a game 
that you could almost say "Wow, he 
really Romo'd that one". Congratula-
tions Rex Grossman, you deserve this 
one. 
Grossman is a unique hybrid. It's 
almost like he plays for multiple teams 
in every game, but wears only one uni-
form. You can't really tell what team he 
is trying to help win. 
Observer Staff /Spring '06 
Junior shortstop Jamie Nilsen g~ts ready to unload on a pitch.1jilsen 
earned numerous aceolades including first-team GNAC, ABCA/Rawlings 
all-region team and NCBWA all-region squad. 
Casey Donovan 
Sports editor 
Grossman is a walking pick-throw-
ing machine. I'm not even sur~ if I was 
his family member that I would give 
him a hug the next time I see him. 
So the fairy tale ending we all were Also, his ability to handle the snap is 
waiting for is finally over. A black coach questionable. He is like a person who 
has won the Super Bowl, the Colts final- pours the milk before th.e Lucky Charms 
ly beat the Patriots and Peyton Manning when they are 26 years old. Come on, 
got a shiny red Cadillac for being Most how may snaps has he taken in his life 
Valuable Player. before he figures out that you have to 
I can't accept the reality of Manning get the ball before ? 
being named MVP. Manning wasn't In order to get a MNVP a player has 
MVP. Unlike in past games where Pey- to screw up really, really bad. It's almost 
ton throws for a million yards and to the level of Bill Bavasi for signing all 
makes some unbelievable play, he did- the Mariners superstars over the last few 
n't do it in Super Bowl XXLI. In fact, no years. Cl~arly Grossman dismantled all 
one from the Colts deserved the MVP. but two offensive drives, threw two 
If you're going to come out and say interceptions, had two fumbles and 
that "Peyton managed the game well," threw for only 165 yards. 
then I must ask: what is a quarterback _ Without a doubt Rex Grossman is 
supposed to do? It's like saying a pilot my candidate for MNVP. Way to go Rex 
flew their plane well or people at a trac- on being selected as the first MNVP 
tor-pull are rednecks. ever. Maybe this award can go next to 
0 
BEDROOM HOUSE FOR STUDENT WEB DEVELOPER 
ENT. Water, sewer & NEEDED to work with Student 
arbage included. In town, no Affairs and Enrollment Management 
moking or pets. $450/month web developer to work on websites 
for CWU's SAEM division. Must 
WRITER/MEDIA ASSISTANT 
NEEDED for fast-paced creative 
environment. Must have strong 
writing and communication skills, ARN EXTRA MONEY 
ITH AVON! Join today for have experience with Dream Weaver, knowledge of AP style, feature-
ust $10. Call toll free 1-877- Photoshop, working with and creating writing and interviewing. Great 
79-5050. . CSS, divs and tables; good organiza- opportunity for practical experi-
ence, clips for your portfolio, tional and communication skills; OOM FOR RENT: Approx. graphics experience, Java scripts and internship potential. Apply at Pub-
600 sq ft. home, less than 5 Flash preferred. Apply at Publicity licity Center, Student Union 272. 
·n walk to Campus-U- Center, Student Union 272. AA/EOEffitl~ IX Institution 
otem, Gingko Tree Teriyaki, 
AA/EOE/Title IX Institution tarbucks, and campus. 
menities include: 4 nice, GRADUATING SOON? 
lean bedrooms w/ cable and GOT ROOMMATES? 1, 2 & 3 TEACH ABROAD! Year-long 
hone, large open living room, bedroom townhouse style apart- , contracts to teach English in Asia. 
full bath, microwave, wash- ments. 1 block from campus. 509- Great opportunity to save money, 
r/dryer, refrigerator, dish- 962-9291 pay off loans and travel! Contact 
asher, large storage shed, and Tom at 509-607-9500 or tomhois-
ireless DSL internet. Utili- · ROOMMATE WANTED! 3 Bed- ington@msn.com 
ies are paid for you and yard room house in Creekside. 2 guys 
are is free too. All for just with open room. Close to campus. CHECK THE WEBSITE for 
34? a month. If interested, College student.Call (360) 870- First Amendment Festival events: 
lease call 899-5072 for 4333 www.cwu.edu/-firstamendment 
DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED 
Promote a top 30 company to gain 
real-world business & marketing 
experience! 
www.RepNation.com/Dell 
<http://www.repnation.com/Dell> 
to apply. 
MEET THE ACTIVISTS! 
TODAY, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., in 
the SURC Pit! Form11 & Q.&A, fol-
lowed by a free reception Tim 
Eyman, dubbed "Washington's Ini-
tiative King," and Shannon Sulli-
van, the mother who led the recall 
of Spokane Mayor Jim West, will 
participate in a panel discussion on 
the First Amendment's forgotten 
freedom -- the right to petition the 
government for a redress of griev-
ances. 
Joining Eyman and Sullivan on the 
panel is John Gastil, who has writ-
ten three books on "direct democ-
racy. 
BASEBALL: 
Wildcats start 
season ·off well, 
Jamie Nilsen 
goes ·2-2 with 
RBI and run 
continuedfrom page 13 
Lobhestael went 2-for-2 and 
senior co-captain outfielder 
Derek O'Konek also had two hits. 
· "I thought that we played 
well, we had one error -and were 
slow offensively," head Coach 
Desi Storey said. "We strung 
some things together.1' 
The second game of the dou-
ble header was suspended due to 
rain after three innings of play 
wrth no sc;ore. ,• 
The game might be resumed 
at a later date, possibly when 
Central hosts Puget Sound on 
Aprit 4th for a solo game. 
The Wildcats will be traveling 
to California this week for five 
games in three days. For the first 
time in history, the Wildcats will 
play San Francisco State tonight 
for a single game. 
Central will play two double-
headers against Cal State Stanis-
laus on Friday and Saturday. 
The Observer 
provides free 
non-commercial ads 
for students on a 
space available basis . 
The non-student and 
commercial advertis-
ing rate is $5 for the 
first 15 words.and 20 
cents per word after 
that. 
Email your ad to 
pagec@cwu.edu, 
and you will be 
contacted regarding 
charges. 
::x 
rp1 February 8, 2007 - Sports - Observer . 
KAYAKING: 
formal sessions a 
possibility during 
spring quarter '07 
continued from page 12 
With the group just beginning and 
not having club status, they do not have 
a budge~. 
Twelve kayaks have been donated 
by Fluid Adventures. Other participants 
come to the sessions with their own 
kayaks and equipment, such as life 
jackets and helmets. 
Instructors are hoping to begin for-
mal sessions soon, depending on 
attendance. If formal sessions are start-
ed, they will meet four times a week: 
twice at the pool, once at the Ellensburg 
pond and once on the Yakima River. 
However, they will be stuck inside 
until the weather improves. 
"I really enjoy getting outside, away 
from town," Cole BaFrett, Outdoor 
Pursuits and Rentals employee, said. 
Outdoor Winter 
Speaker Series 
Jan. 17: Alpine Caving in 
Western Montana 
Jan. 24: Avalanche Seminar 
Feb. 7: Conquering Denali 
Feb. 14: NOLS Bus *Outside 
OPR National Outdoor 
Leadership School 
Bio-Diesel Bus 
Feb. 21: Mt. Stuart, Ice 
Climbing Adventure on the 
North Face 
Feb. 28: Mountain Biking 
in Kittitas County 
March 7: Ultrarunning 
Sponsored by Outdoor 
Pursuits and Rentals (OPR) 
FREE -- 7 p. m. Wednesdays 
Student Union room 13 7*. 
MOUNTAIN 
SNOW PACK 
LEVELS 
Alpental Ski Resort 
Ats120' has 91" 
courtesy of University of Recreation 
Kayakers of all ages are invited to the lessons. Each session costs $5 and participants are welcome to bring their own kayaks, life jackets and helmets. 
GETUSC.COM JOINRED.COM 
U.S. Cellular® gets me ... 
even when it's not about me. 
~US. Cellular+ G ( . )R~ 
MOTOROLA IS A PROUD PARTNER OF (PROOUCl)REr 
U.S. CELLULAR IS A CONTRIBUTING PARTY TO (PROOUCl)REoi. 
0 'flON 0 fH "UJC OM'fHI a 01 ,UN , o H L woM N 
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HI .RN 
U.S Ccllul<J and Mo:orola •. ill :xi!lc\:tivcfy make a $17 contribJtion on the sale of each rc\J MOTOR<\ZR phone to the Global run.d to Fight AIDS, Tubcrculffis and Malana. Sec 'Mw1motorcla com/red. jonred com or 11W1v.thcJlobalfcnd.org/cn for more derails For pricing and availability of the red 
~10T.JR-.::R v3m is1t usccllular.com. Purmasc is not t;;x deductible. MOTOROLA and the stylized M lo;;o arc rcgistcrod in the US Patcr.t and Tradcmork Offic:o All other products and servcc iiamcs arc the propf:rtyo' their rcspccti<£ O\\ncrs © Mnto-018, Inc. 2007 All ri[)'lts mscrw.rl. Offer 
ailcl tr t. J· car sm cc agrccmcnt on plans $39 95 anc hghcr .LJI scr1icc agrc\:ments subject to early termination fm Crc\Jtapproval rcquirc\J. $30 activation fcv. R::iarning charges, fees, surcharg::s, overage charges and taxes app~. 96 cent Rc~ulatory Rcroicry Fee applies. ths is not a tax 
or JC ·rnm nt rrluirr\J charge ~H.ork coverage and rcliat)liy may1iary Usage rounded up to the not ~II minute. Use of scrvcc constitutes acccotancc of oor turns and conditions Promotonal phone is suw.{t to change. Promotioml phcre offrrrc-quircs_purchasc of casr.'1gc a<X'":SS plan fa 
at toast 30 day<;. 0'.hcr rcstncnons awy. Sec stac fa dctarls. Ltmitm llfn(; ofter.© 2007 US Cellular 
